ATM Developer

Adding and changing content in the ATM network can really enhance a
customer’s ATM experience and have a positive effect on your brand image.
From seasonal messages to a new transaction functionality, the ability to
react quickly to customer demands and to take advantage of technological
evolution is a key competitive differentiator.
ATM Developer provides you easy-to-use editing of both screen content and
logical transaction flow for ‘states and screens’ ATM protocols such as NDC
or 912, giving you the ability to change configuration files quickly in response
to business needs.
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Product Features
ATM Developer provides a comprehensive configuration file
management and testing solution for NDC/912 based ATM
networks. By using ATM Developer’s graphical user interface
to manage the configuration files for both screen content
and logical transaction flow, ATM deployers are able to make
changes quickly to respond to business needs.

Technical Specifications
ATM Developer is available in Standard and Enterprise editions.
The Standard edition includes all ATM configuration editing features. The Enterprise edition adds ATM simulation features, giving the user an ATM on their desktop PC, with online connectivity
to allow automated testing of a host system.
ATM Developer supports editing of FITs, Options, Timers, States,
Screens and EMV tables.
Multiple languages are supported via language offsets or
language banks.
ATM Developer supports import/export of configuration files
from host systems including: BASE24, WAY4, ON/2, OpeN2, IST,
Postilion, CONNEX or proprietary formats.
Supports ATM protocols including: NDC+, AdvanceNDC, 912,
91x, NDX, ProCash-NDC, ProCash-DDC and other related
emulations.

Related Products
ATM TestLab
ATM TestBench

ATM Developer continued
Your Benefits
̺̺Reduce level of specialized knowledge required
to manage ATM configuration data. Graphical
tools mean there is no need to memorize confusing
screen codes or consult ATM vendor specifications
to create content.
̺̺Omit errors: built in validation avoids basic
syntax errors that could otherwise slip through
development to QA.
̺̺Maintain any existing investment made in the
ATM configuration by importing the current ATM
data files (exported from the host system). Supports
import and export of a wide range of host file
formats.
̺̺Manage Load Groups in ATM download
configuration files.
̺̺Complete: Supports all of the popular ‘states and
screens’ ATM protocols.

̺̺Includes support for new ATM features including
intelligent cash and check deposit transactions, as
well as mandated features such as EMV and Voice
Guidance.
̺̺Extensive reporting feature: easy to document
configuration changes.
̺̺Save time and increase efficiency: built-in ATM
simulator lets you immediately test any edits against
a local host simulator so you can work more
efficiently. No need to upload a data file to the host
and then send it to an ATM in the test lab to test your
changes.
̺̺Prototype features: quickly prototype new ATM
transactions and assess new functionality from
a business and marketing perspective and even
test customer reactions before scheduling full
development. Visualization using the built in ATM
simulation makes it easier to achieve internal sign-off
on more ambitious projects.

Open Test Solutions (formerly Clear2Pay) is an expert provider of test
solutions and test services for all electronic payment transactions.
We help our customers save time and efficiently launch payment
innovations that meet the highest quality standards. From a
leadership position, we aim to build a true partner relationship to
build engagement and generate insights that we use to develop the
solution that fits your business perfectly.
FIS is the world’s largest global provider dedicated to banking and
payments technologies. FIS serves more than 20,000 institutions in
over 130 countries.
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